Efficient sequence-specific purification of Listeria innocua mRNA species by triplex affinity capture with parallel tail-clamps.
Parallel clamps can interact in a sequence-specific manner with homopyrimidine DNA and RNA oligonucleotides to form triplexes. For longer nucleic acids, we have previously demonstrated the inhibitory effect of DNA-target secondary structures on triplex formation. We further designed a modification of these molecules-that is, tail-clamps formed by addition of a tail sequence to the parallel clamp-and proved efficient binding of the molecules with structured single-stranded DNA targets. Here we explore the possible application of the tail-clamp strategy for triplex formation with RNA targets, which are typically found as strongly folded single-stranded molecules. Efficient and specific binding of a tail-clamp designed to form a parallel triplex with Listeria innocua iap mRNA sequences has been verified by UV melting curves and triplex affinity capture techniques. Furthermore, we show for the first time the formation of stable complexes of mRNA with tail-clamps not only under acidic but also under neutral and slightly basic pH conditions. These results signify a further step towards the possible applications of triplexes with mRNA molecules; research, analytical, and therapeutic uses can be envisaged. As an example, our tail-clamp-based triplex affinity capture assay allowed the specific capture and recovery of iap mRNA molecules from an L. innocua total RNA solution with 45 % yield.